SOLUTION GUIDE

THE ENTERPRISE FILE FABRIC™ PLATFORM
FOR GOOGLE

CONTROLLING COSTS MOVING TO THE CLOUD AND BACK
The Google Cloud Platform (GCP) has become increasingly
popular for the archive of media and other assets, reducing
costs and increasing durability. Yet transferring existing
assets, and locating data quickly with traditional hardware
gateways has been expensive and slow.
The Enterprise File Fabric™ solution from Storage Made
Easy® enables ﬁrms to easily and quickly move large ﬁles
between storage tiers within the data center, and externally
to and from storage in GCP and other clouds with no extra
charges for metered data or bandwidth usage. No expensive
hardware is needed, nor is proprietary software required at
each site and storage service.

✓ FAST UPLOAD / DOWNLOAD
• Transfer large ﬁles over
multiple streams (within same
data centre too).
• Free unlimited transfers.
✓ VIRTUAL FILE SYSTEM
• One namespace across all
storage.
• All media indexed but not
touched.
✓ WORKFLOW
• Easily tier ﬁles, and copy or
synchronize folders.
• Use Windows/Mac File
Explorers (but copies made
on server).
✓ MIGRATION
• Copy data between diﬀerent
vendors, protocols, and sites.
• Migration wizard for bulk
copy.

NO VENDOR LOCK IN
One ﬁle equals one object. Applications can access objects
through Google Cloud Storage or the same data as ﬁles
through the File Fabric since data is not stored in a
proprietary format.
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✓ MEDIA SEARCH INDEX
• Full content index.
• Media metadata.
• Uses Google AI services for
intelligent data cataloguing.
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DATA TRANSFER ACCELERATION
Content transfer can be vastly accelerated from
desktop to cloud, cloud to desktop and even cloud to
cloud. The Fabric solves this problem using parallel
streams to accelerate data movement resulting in
faster, snappier access to content. Data can be copied
from platform to platform using a simple copy paste
within a web interface. With the mounted drives,

USERS SECURELY IN CONTROL
Comprehensive security and governance policies allow users to access what they need when they
want it.
•
•
•
•

Fine-grained NTFS-like hierarchical permissions that end users can manage
Work with production partners with Dropbox-like sync and share, and collaborative workspaces
Proactive or passive monitoring through a detailed audit trail
Additional ﬁle security with virus scanning, undo (trash), versioning and ransomware protection

NO EXPENSIVE PROPRIETARY GETAWAY
Traditional SMB gateway vendors are expensive. Every site needs its own ﬁle cache, typically a
powerful hardware appliance. Files are saved in proprietary format on GCP storage and updated
only periodically. File Fabric is a light weight pass-through gateway. Each client caches its own ﬁles,
which means no extra hardware to purchase. This model not only scales as clients are added, it
works great for remote and roaming users using desktop and mobile applications.
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ABOUT
STORAGE MADE EASY®
The Storage Made Easy Enterprise File Fabric™ enables IT to regain control of
"cloud data sprawl" to unify on-premises and on-cloud ﬁles into a single easily
managed converged infrastructure with policy-based controls for governance,
audit and security.
The File Fabric solution provides a “blanket” enterprises wrap around all their
data: on premises, within public and private clouds, as well as on third-party
software vendor clouds (SharePoint Online and Salesforce for example).
Customers use the SME File Fabric product to unify corporate data to enable
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workgroup collaboration with universal controls for security, encryption, audit,
and data access. Companies will have access to a greater understanding of
where and how sensitive data is stored, transferred, and accessible
with particular focus on how companies are able to police and audit data to
ensure enforcement of the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) in
addition to other regional data legislation.
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